emission process. Overall, we estimate that the probability p ðqÞ c for coincidence of the (1,2) photons due to collective atomic excitation as described by the state jF 1A l is roughly p ðqÞ c . 10 24 for each trial j, referenced to the output of the MOT.
in spectroscopy. Phys. Rev. A 46, R6797-R6800 (1992 Many-body systems in nature exhibit complexity and self-organization arising from seemingly simple laws. For example, the long-range Coulomb interaction between electrical charges has a simple form, yet is responsible for a plethora of bound states in matter, ranging from the hydrogen atom to complex biochemical structures. Semiconductors form an ideal laboratory for studying many-body interactions of electronic quasiparticles among themselves and with lattice vibrations and light [1] [2] [3] [4] . Oppositely charged electron and hole quasiparticles can coexist in an ionized but correlated plasma, or form bound hydrogen-like pairs called excitons 5, 6 . The pathways between such states, however, remain elusive in near-visible optical experiments that detect a subset of excitons with vanishing centre-of-mass momenta. In contrast, transitions between internal exciton levels, which occur in the letters to nature far-infrared at terahertz (10 12 s 21 ) frequencies [7] [8] [9] , are independent of this restriction, suggesting 10 their use as a probe of electron-hole pair dynamics. Here we employ an ultrafast terahertz probe to investigate directly the dynamical interplay of optically-generated excitons and unbound electron-hole pairs in GaAs quantum wells. Our observations reveal an unexpected quasi-instantaneous excitonic enhancement, the formation of insulating excitons on a 100-ps timescale, and the conditions under which excitonic populations prevail.
In semiconductors, optical excitation can promote electron (e) quasiparticles from the highest filled valence band into the empty conduction band separated by an electron-Volt (eV)-sized bandgap. The Coulomb interaction between these depleted electronic states, called holes (h), and the excited electrons can result in the formation of hydrogen-like bound e-h states called excitons 3 . The binding energy of the lowest state is given by E b / m/(m 0 1
2 ) Ry, where m is the reduced pair effective mass, 1 the dielectric constant, m 0 the bare electron mass, and 1 Ry < 13.6 eV the hydrogen atom Rydberg energy. Small reduced masses and large dielectric constants of semiconductors (m < 0.05m 0 and 1 < 13 in prototypical GaAs) result in binding energies of barely a few meV, orders of magnitude below the valence-to-conduction band transition. Hence, the natural scale for electromagnetic transitions between internal exciton levels is the far-infrared, terahertz (THz) spectral range, where 1 THz corresponds to a photon energy of ,4.1 meV.
Photoexcitation of even low densities of quasiparticles in condensed matter results in complex many-body states, which arise from the interactions among quasiparticles and with other elementary quanta of vibrations (phonons) or light (photons). In the past, the dynamics of excited semiconductors were often investigated by absorption, photoluminescence, or nonlinear wave mixing experiments close to the bandgap 1,2 . These techniques are based on creation and/or destruction of excitons and-because of the photon's small momentum-probe e-h states with negligible centre-ofmass momentum K (Fig. 1a) . Absorption in that spectral range measures the generation of e-h pairs, and is consequently only indirectly influenced by carrier and excitonic populations. In contrast, THz transitions can measure populations of excitons or conducting charges already present in the sample-photogenerated or introduced by doping-and at centre-of-mass momenta well outside the optically accessible range 10 . This opens new opportunities for precise spectroscopy of low-energy excitation dynamics.
Recently, the build-up of Coulomb screening in an e-h plasma was reported 11 . Furthermore, because time-resolved THz experiments measure both the real and the imaginary parts of the dielectric function, they impose strict conditions on theoretical models 11, 12 . These arguments strongly motivate the use of internal exciton transitions to probe exciton dynamics. Early studies observed internal exciton transitions [7] [8] [9] , but the dynamics remain largely unexplored. Here, we carry out such experiments, in which changes in a temporally pulsed THz field are detected after it has traversed an optically-excited semiconductor (Fig. 1b) . Time-resolved studies under various conditions reveal new and unexpected aspects of such fundamental dynamical processes as formation, population relaxation, and ionization of excitons.
In our experiments, the photoexcited quasiparticles are quantum confined within semiconductor quantum-well nanolayers. We investigate a stack of ten high-quality, undoped 14-nm-wide GaAs wells separated by 10-nm-wide Al 0.3 Ga 0.7 As barriers 13 . The lowtemperature near-infrared absorption spectrum (Fig. 2a) is dominated by the absorption line of 1s excitons, built from electrons and heavy holes (HH). With increasing photon energy, other exciton lines appear, followed by the interband e-h pair continuum. The Figure 1 Experimental scheme. a, Excitation spectrum of e-h pairs with energy E and centre-of-mass momentum K in a semiconductor. The 1s and 2s exciton manifolds lie below the continuum of unbound pairs (grey area). Optical pair excitations (blue arrows) can occur only close to K < 0 owing to the small photon momentum. Scattering of unbound pairs into exciton states (green arrow) involves large momentum transfer. Transitions between internal exciton states (red arrows) probe excitons at centre-of-mass momenta well outside the optically accessible range. b, Carriers are photoexcited in the quantum well by a near-infrared (l < 800 nm) laser pulse of 1 ps duration. A broadband THz pulse of 500 fs duration (l < 100-300 mm) arrives with time delay Dt relative to the pump, and detects the THz conductivity and dielectric response of the electrons and holes. letters to nature sample is excited with ultrashort near-infrared pump pulses from a 250-kHz Ti:sapphire amplifier spectrally narrowed to 2 meV bandwidth. Picosecond THz probe pulses are generated from the same source by optical rectification, and detected via electro-optic sampling in ZnTe. For each fixed pump-probe time delay Dt between the arrival of pump and probe pulses on the sample (Fig. 1b) , we probe the THz field E(t) transmitted through the unexcited sample and the pump-induced field change DE(t). From that, the change Dj˜(q) of the frequency-dependent conductivity in the quantum wells is obtained by Fourier transform of the fields and straightforward electrodynamical relations. Extending earlier single-layer treatments 14 , we account for Fresnel phase-shifts at long wavelengths relevant for our multilayer structure. The complex optical conductivity, expressed as
determines the current response J(q) ¼ j˜(q)E(q) of the manybody system to the incident transverse electromagnetic field E(q). Its real part j 1 (q) is a measure of the absorbed power density, and the imaginary part is given in terms of the real dielectric function 1 1 (q). Through Kramers-Kronig relations 15 , changes in 1 1 (q) are fundamentally linked to a corresponding low-frequency-limit, induced conductivity via
where 1/t is the transport scattering rate. Thus, a non-vanishing integral due to an imbalance in D1 1 signifies a conducting phase. The availability of both parts of j˜(q), on an equal footing, is central to understanding the physical state. Resonant excitation of a density of 10 10 cm 22 HH excitons at low lattice temperatures T L ¼ 6 K leads to the appearance of a strong asymmetric peak in Dj 1 (q) around q < 7 meV, as shown in Fig. 2b (dots) 5 ps after excitation. Likewise the corresponding D1 1 (q), Fig. 2c , indicates the formation of this new low-energy oscillator. This can be explained as follows: initially, the pump creates coherent polarization waves which experience scattering with phonons and defects and within a few picoseconds transform into an incoherent low-energy 1s exciton population (for the near-gap coherent response, see ref. 13) . The THz field then probes the internal degrees of freedom of these excitons. Calculations taking into account the quasi-two-dimensional exciton wavefunctions 16 agree closely with this shape (black lines, Fig. 2b, c) . Specifically, the peak around 7 meV is attributed to transition from the 1s to the 2p level. Its energy correlates well with reported binding energies 17 . The broad shoulder corresponds to transitions into higher-energy bound and continuum states. The insulating nature of the charge-neutral excitons is apparent from the vanishing low-energy conductivity. A completely different behaviour is seen after excitation of unbound e-h pairs in the continuum (Fig. 2d, e) . Here, a high lattice temperature T L ¼ 300 K is chosen to ensure minimal survival of excitonic correlations, and indeed the response is well-described by the Drude model of dissipative charge motion (black lines). It is important to note that unlike doped semiconductors, the observation of this non-vanishing Drude-like response does not rely on impurities for momentum conservation. Rather, e-h collisions provide efficient scattering channels owing to the large mass difference between these quasiparticles 18 . The conducting nature of this state is evident from both the non-vanishing low-energy conductivity and the all-negative dielectric function change.
The dynamics after resonant excitation depend strongly on lattice temperature (Fig. 3a) . At low temperature (T L ¼ 6 K), the conductivity reduces in amplitude but retains its peaked lineshape. Hence its decay follows the recombination of exciton populations within several hundred picoseconds. At higher temperatures (T L ¼ 30 K and 60 K), the dynamics change considerably. A fast decay of the peak into a broad response is observed, with a transformation rate that increases strongly with T L . Figure 3b shows the induced Dj 1 (q) and D1 1 (q) spectra for T L ¼ 60 K. Directly after excitation (Dt ¼ 1 ps) a distinct THz exciton line is observed in Dj 1 (q), but with increasing Dt it broadens considerably and eventually decays into the broad response. Correspondingly, the D1 1 (q) profile evolves from the characteristic oscillator dispersion into a negative Drude-like spectrum. Thus the dynamics are governed by ionization (see ref. 19 , and references therein) of the cold excitons, via absorption of thermal acoustic and optical phonons. The THz conductivity response of the ionized state (Dt ¼ 100 ps, Fig. 3b) , however, is not sufficiently described by a Drude model (red line): above 6 meV it exhibits a strong enhancement at the photoionization threshold that indicates the survival of excitonic correlations.
Non-resonant excitation above the bandgap into the unbound e-h continuum leads to a qualitatively different behaviour (Fig. 4a) . A broadband THz response is observed at early time delays. The strongly negative D1 1 (q) and large low-frequency conductivity signify a predominantly conducting e-h gas. But surprisingly, a strong excitonic enhancement again exists immediately after excitation (Dt ¼ 0 ps), as evident from the excess conductivity in Dj 1 (q) around the exciton photoionization threshold. The spectra resemble the time-reversed ionization dynamics of Fig. 3b , although with a completely different evolution rate. Features around 7 meV build up on a timescale of hundreds of picoseconds, during which characteristic sharp exciton line shapes emerge and Drude-like contributions abate. Around Dt ¼ 1,000 ps, the exciton response is fully restored. We find two very distinct timescales in exciton formation: one associated with the quasi-instantaneous appearance of a strong excitonic enhancement, and the much slower full transformation from the photoexcited conducting e-h gas to a charge-neutral excitonic phase. Previous theories of exciton formation consider only the extremely dilute limit of independent e-h pairs interacting with phonons [20] [21] [22] . This simplified picture cannot account for the complex many-body dynamics observed in real systems and measured in our experiments (Fig. 4) . Because excitons are composed of the same states as unbound-yet still interacting-quasiparticles, they cannot be treated as separate species. Within a photoexcited e-h gas, ultrafast Coulomb interactions introduce fundamentally new properties through two-pair and higher correlations. Some of these can be intuitively visualized by processes such as an unbound e-h pair forming an excitonic state after transferring energy and momentum to other carriers (and its reversed process), or redistribution among bound e-h pairs due to collisions with another bound or unbound e-h pair. Such Coulomb interactions naturally explain the observed quasi-instantaneous emergence of an excitonic enhancement around Dt ¼ 0 ps in the optical conductivity and its evolution. Our spectra-including intermediate delay times-do not exhibit a sharp exciton structure growing on a broad Drude background, but reveal instead a conglomerate response with time-dependent broadening. This is not explained by centre-ofmass dispersion or phonon scattering that contribute less than ,1 meV to broadening 23, 24 , but rather reflects the transient nature of the correlations as mediated by Coulomb interactions.
Interactions within the electronic system can, however, only transiently redistribute its internal energy. A full transformation of unbound e-h pairs into excitons requires a phonon bath into which the binding energy and momentum can be permanently released. Photoluminescence measures exciton momentum relaxation to K < 0 rather than their formation, and unbound pairs are hard to detect [25] [26] [27] [28] . In our experiment, a natural distinction between unbound and excitonic many-particle states arises from the lowenergy response that yields a collective measure of charge conductance. The decay of conducting properties observed here is a direct indicator of the increasingly correlated motion of oppositely charged quasiparticles. This clear distinction arises from the induced dielectric function D1 1 (q), which even for a broadened oscillator is always positive at frequencies below its resonance, but is generally negative for a Drude-like conductor. Figure 4b illustrates the dynamics of D1 1 at 1 THz ("q < 4 meV). The slow monotonic increase from initially negative to positive values is linked to the slowly decreasing contribution from the conducting e-h gas. This gradual process unambiguously shows that exciton formation is characterized by the coexistence of excitons and e-h pairs over several 100 ps.
Binding into excitons eventually forms an insulating quantum state with a fundamental excitation gap equal to the exciton binding energy. In this way, the THz dynamics in Fig. 4 provide evidence for a metal-to-insulator transition 29, 30 , which arises here from the decay of a transient conductive state. In the GaAs wells studied here, the fragile nature of the insulating electronic ground state is shown by the marked contrast between its nanosecond persistence after resonant excitation at low temperatures, and the quick, picosecond ionization observed at elevated lattice temperatures. We anticipate that the THz response uncovered here will enable studies of new non-equilibrium states that cannot be investigated directly with near-infrared optics.
A Inset: schematic evolution of e-h gas dominated by unbound quasiparticles, yet with excitonic correlations, into a pure population of excitons.
